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Countless solutions for wine 
enthusiasts, professionals...

...and all wine lovers!

In order to meet all types of requirements and satisfy 

everybody’s needs, EuroCave has designed three exclusive 

storage systems, which can be adapted to suit your 

requirements: Modulothèque, Modulocube and Modulorack.

Combined with the cellar conditioners, these storage systems 

allow you to recreate optimal wine maturing conditions and 

offer tailor-made layouts.

Your EuroCave advisor can discuss all of our solutions 

with you and help you to find the system to meet your 

requirements.
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Our storage systems

Contents
Discover our 4 wine storage systems as well as Inoa, the quietest cellar conditioner on 
the market.

4 - Contents

Modulocube
Modulocube by EuroCave is in the form of 
a folding rack, made from solid beech.  This 
system makes bottle storage very easy.

Pages 6-7

Modulosteel
Modulosteel by EuroCave is made up of steel 
modules which are easy to assemble and can 
be fitted together in an infinite number of 
ways!  A structure with clean modern lines 
for a decidedly contemporary style.

Pages 10-11

Modulorack
Modulorack by EuroCave is an essential, 
unique tool that allows you to store your wine 
bottles with ease, directly in their original 
cases.  In this way, you will be able to access all 
your bottles very easily.

Pages 8-9

Modulothèque
Modulothèque by EuroCave is an exclusive 
modular storage concept in solid oak.  It 
allows you to create a customized unit, which 
can be adapted to suit your requirements.

Pages 12-15



Our Inoa cellar conditioner The world of EuroCave

Contents - 5

Wine cabinets for storing 12 - 500 bottles
EuroCave also offers the most comprehensive range of wine cabinets to 
mature or store wine at the correct serving temperature.

Ask your distributor for the Wine Cabinet catalogue!

Solutions to suit everyone...
Wine serving or maturing cabinets, Vin au Verre systems, EuroCave has designed and developed 
a complete range of solutions to suit all requirements. Page 20

An international network of specialists
The EuroCave network brings together wine storage specialists from all around the world.

Page 21

The EuroCave Commitment Charter
To offer you the very best products and meet all of your requirements, EuroCave pledges to 
guarantee an impeccable level of service and quality.  Pages 26-27

Cellar conditioners
EuroCave cellar conditioners allow you to transform any type of room (garage, storage room…) 
into a real wine cellar.  Temperature control, humidity preservation, air circulation… EuroCave 
cellar conditioners recreate the essential conditions for storing your wine and make your daily life 
easier.

Pages 16-19
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Modulocube
A simple, adaptable storage system.

Modulocube - 7

Optimal bottle storage
Designed in solid beech to offer optimal strength, Modulocube allows 
you to get the best use out of your wine storage space.  It has been 
specially designed to store all types of bottles
(Bordeaux, Burgundy, Champagne…): no more torn labels, no more 
badly stored bottles.
Two options are available: you can either store your bottles all together 
or individually by adding 5 to 6 rows of shelves.

Layout examples

Up to 146 bottles Up to 199 bottles

Up to 367 bottles

A modular system
Starting with one module of this functional system, you can create the storage 
space you need.  Each Modulocube unit allows you to store, in one depth, all 
types of bottles (up to 50 Bordeaux bottles).
Completely modular, Modulocube allows you to increase your storage capacity 
by assembling different modules and change the layouts according to your 
requirements.  Modulocube represents the ideal solution for storing your 
bottles with the possibility of assembling up to three modules on top of one 
another, whilst guaranteeing complete stability.

An attractive price
Cost need no longer be a stumbling block to caring for your wine.
Modulocube ensures ideal bottle storage at a very attractive price.

Modulocube 
in storage version

Modulocube 
with 6 shelves

Modulocube is a folding rack in solid beech, supplied as a kit.  It allows you to store your bottles with ease.

Technical features
Unit 
weight

Dimensions 
in mm

Weight 
of one shelf

Dimensions 
of one shelf

4,80 Kg  H660 x L660 x P235 0,60 kg H34 x W572 x D168
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Moduloracks
For storing your cases

Moduloracks - 9

Technical features
Unit weight Dimensions packed Dimensions assembled

7,70 Kg  H70 x W910 x D407 mm H500 x W400 x D500 mm

(supplied without the cases)

A simple, practical system
Designed to hold two cases of 12 bottles, 
Modulorack is fixed to the ground and the wall.  
Several Moduloracks can in this way be joined 
together to increase your storage capacity, whilst 
guaranteeing total stability when handling your 
bottles.

Sliding racks to make your life easier
Based on the principle of sliding shelves found in wine cabinets, 
Modulorack has an exclusive system of sliding racks for storing 
your wine cases.

Modulorack by EuroCave is a unique system for storing your wine bottles directly in their 
original cases.  Thanks to its exclusive sliding rack system, all your cases become very easy to 
access.
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Moduloteel - 11

Modulosteel
The contemporary storage system that can be personalised in an infinite number of ways!

A modular design
Customisable, Modulosteel can be assembled in an 
infinite number of ways with its modules, which 
attach to each other. 17 storage racks per module 
allow optimised configuration.Can be adjusted to 
half its height for vaulted cellars or low ceilings!

In black painted steel (epoxy coating).  Depending 
on your requirements, it can also be fitted with a 
wooden body to increase bottle storage capacity 
and give it a homely feel.  A finishing top cover is 
very handy when serving.

A strong structure
The structure was designed to be easy to assemble. Three fastening systems 
ensure complete stability: 4 cylinder bases, 1 screw system and 1 slide 
system at the top of each post.

Optimised storage
2 types of storage: “storage” and/or “display” mode. Simply move the steel 
tubes and fix the Main du Sommelier supports in the desired position.

Storage capacity of a central storage section:
- 136 bottles in storage mode
- 72 bottles in display mode

Modulosteel by EuroCave is made up of steel modules which are easy to assemble and can be fitted together 
in an infinite number of ways!  A structure with clean modern lines for a decidedly contemporary style.

Technical features
Dim. of one storage unit 
(mm)

Dim. of one storage half 
unit (mm)

Centre spacing width 
(mm)

Body external dimensions 
(mm)

Top cover external 
dimensions (mm)

Weight of one metal post 
(kg)

Weight of one central 
bottle storage section (kg)

Weight of body +shelves 
(kg)

Weight of top cover (kg)

H2000 x W720 x D505 H116 x W720 x D505 600 H664 x W595 x D584 H25 x W658 x D412 12.5 13.5 46.5 4.5
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Modulothèque
Choose the right storage system.

Modulothèque - 13

Low ceiling

W2426 x D584 x H1336 mm

Sloping roof

W1842 x D584 x H2008 mm

Vaulted cellar

W2426 x D584 x H2008 mm

Corner of a room
Length of 1st wall section: 2215.7 mm
Length of 2nd wall section: 1631.7mm x D584 x H2008 mm

Around a pillar

1800 mm Ø H2060 mm

Modulothèque by EuroCave is an exclusive modular storage concept in solid oak.
It allows you to create a customized unit that can be adapted to suit your requirements.

Solid oak modules
Modulothèque by EuroCave was designed 
specifically for storing wine bottles and is 
made from 20 mm solid oak, a strong, noble 
wood, with an inimitable traditional character.  
The clear linseed oiled finish nourishes the 
wood and maintains Modulothèque for many 
years.

Specific layout modules
EuroCave Modulothèque modules are almost “tailor-made”, 
adapting to the layout requirements of the room (sloping roof, 
corner of a room…).
The layout possibilities are endless thanks to the exclusive 
system of modules to be assembled.  Very easy to combine, the 
modules can be dismantled, for easy transportation or to change 
the layout of Modulothèque.  Owing to the layout software, 
your EuroCave advisor can offer you the layout solution to meet 
your needs.

Mixed storage systems
“Modulothèque” by EuroCave is the only product on the 
market to combine sliding shelves with two level deep stacking.  
Modulothèque has several types of shelves, suited to different 
bottle shapes.
A wide range of equipment allows you 
to store bottles in a way that suits your 
requirements and create a functional and 
customized unit.

A unique product, Modulothèque offers the best 
capacity for floor space on the market: 1000 
bottles stored on a width of 1m80 at ground level.
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EuroCave Service+ 
Thanks to the EuroCave professional 3D 
software, a free simulation allows you to 

visualise and customise the layout of 
your future cellar.



Modulothèque
A customised unit

Modulothèque - 15

Adaptable, functional units to form the basis of your Modulothèque and define the most suitable storage method.

Superior finishes (MV3)
Safely store up to 27 bottles
on top of your storage unit.
W584 x H85 x D20 mm - 0,90 kg

Shelf module (MV7)
This module allows you to display your bottles 
in a vertical position.
W550 x H20 x D120 mm - 1,78 kg

Vertical bottle holder shelf (MV4)
Easily and safely handle 4 open bottles.
W550 x H20 x D120 mm - 1,30 kg

Horizontal bottle holder (MV5)
This unit allows you to store 4 magnums or 
8 bottles (which are directly accessible) on 
their side.
W122,7 x H640 x D584 mm - 7,20 kg

Swinging bottle holder (MV21)
This wire bottle holder allows you to display 
one bottle in a vertical position.
W85 x H270 x D105 mm - 0,24 kg

Shelves
Equip your Modulothèque with oak 
finish storage or sliding shelves.
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Rack module (MV8)
The Rack** module allows you to easily access 
bottles stored in their original cases, thanks to the 
sliding rack system.  Also equipped with a drawer 
for storing miscellaneous items and 3 Magnum 
bottle holders
W543 x H582 x D543 mm - 20,20 kg

Bar module (MV6)
The bar module is equipped with a sliding shelf and 
glass holder; it’s the essential module for ensuring 
that wine tasting is an enjoyable experience.
W540 x H70 x D540 mm - 11,30 kg

Grid module (MV19)
This grid** allows you to store 
your fine wines in complete 
safety.
W580 x H550 x D55 mm - 4,2 kg

Cross module (MV18)
This module, in the form of 
a cross**, offers an alternative 
for practically and attractively 
storing up to 72* bottles.  4,40 kg

Basic module (MV1/MV16)
Store up to 99* bottles in the same unit.  The basic 
module can be fitted with the shelves of your choice.  
Optimise your space by storing 44* bottles in the 
corner basic module version.
MV1 : W584 x H587 x D584 mm - 11,60 kg
(This module is also available with a width of 40 cm)
MV16 : W657 x H587 x D677 mm - 13,50 kg

Pedestal module (MV2/MV17)
Thanks to its 4 adjustable feet, it offers complete 
stability on any floor surface.  Also available in the 
pedestal corner module version.
MV2 : W584 x H162 x D584 mm - 4,20 kg
(This module is also available with a width of 40 cm)
MV17 : W584 x H162 x D584 mm - 4,20 kg
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The Inoa cellar conditioner
Recreate the essential conditions for storing wine!

A unique temperature regulation 
system by remote control

By placing the wireless* remote 
control as close as possible to 
your bottles, you can view and 
set the temperature of your 
cellar with the most accurate 
measurement possible.   Thanks 
to their unique design, Inoa 

cellar conditioners ensure uniformity of 
temperature (9° - 15°C) whatever the temperature 
outside the room.  Fitted as standard with a heating 
function (650 W heater), as well as conditioning, 
Inoa conditioners automatically adapt their 
temperature if the room varies by half a degree 
compared to the programmed temperature.

*Possibility of using the wired sensor supplied in the accessories sachet to 
place the remote control outside the room.

The result of over 35 years of expertise in storing wine, EuroCave Inoa cellar conditioners offer the possibility of transforming 
any type of room into a real wine cellar.

Cellar conditioners - 17

Natural humidity level 
preserved
The unique patented technology is based on an 
evaporation temperature above 0°C and automatic 
adjustment of the fan speeds.  The level of relative 
humidity is in this way over 50% and the air in 
the cellar does not dry out.  The level of humidity 
is ideal…with no intervention required on your 
part.

A conditioner which considers 
aesthetics
Designed with the aesthetics of your cellar in 
mind, Inoa conditioners are fitted with a very 
discreet front cover in galvanized steel, to be 
positioned inside or outside your cellar, according 
to your preference.  Furthermore, the conditioner’s 
housing is designed to ensure excellent resistance 
to corrosion.
Inoa conditioners offer 
incomparable freedom of 
installation.

 
EuroCave patented 
technology!
3 exclusive advantages that set 
this product apart from the rest:
• The quietest conditioner on 
the market
• Technology that helps to save 
energy
• The only conditioner that 
considers the aesthetics of your 
environment

Further information on 
NeoFresh can be obtained 
from your distributor!

25 or 50 m3 conditioner
Front extraction of hot air

25 or 50 m3 conditioner
Front extraction of cold air
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Conditioner housing placed 
inside the cellar, fitted close 
to the ground.

Conditioner 
housing outside, 
extraction on 
the side

Conditioner housing 
outside, fixed onto a door.

Conditioner housing 
outside, fixed at  a height

Conditioner housing 
inside, fixed at a height

Examples of the different installation 

options possible for the Inoa 

conditioner, for the same cellar 

layout:
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The Inoa cellar conditioner
Exclusive advantages

Cast in one piece:  
an easy to fit product
EuroCave conditioners are cast in one piece: the evaporator and 
the condenser are contained in the same unit.  In this way, they do 
not need to be filled with gas or welded.  A wall socket is all that’s 
required!  To make fitting easier, Inoa conditioners are supplied 
with a metal assembly frame which makes it easier to drill air inlet 
and outlet holes and they are equipped with extendable ducting to 
be cut to size, allowing you to install the conditioner whatever the 
thickness of the wall.

Cellar conditioners - 19

Simple operation
Like wine cabinets, the 
EuroCave conditioner is 
fitted with a refrigerating 
unit: 

• an evaporator forces cold 
air inside the room,

• a condenser discharges hot 
air outside.

Given the volume to be 
conditioned, the evaporator 
and condenser have 
fans.  The evaporator fan 
operates continuously to 
ensure permanent mixing of the air and excellent uniformity of 
temperatures, according to speeds automatically adjusted to suit 
requirements.

Insulation is recommended in order for 
the conditioner to function optimally.
EuroCave cellar conditioners have been designed to store your wine 
in a temperate environment, whilst guaranteeing minimal power 
consumption.  As traditional construction materials are very poor 
insulators, it is essential, in the majority of cases, to insulate the room to 
be conditioned.  In this way, the energy consumption of your appliance 
will remain low and the insulation will allow your conditioner to 
function optimally.

Please note!  Failing to insulate increases 
three-fold the power required to condition 
your room.

EuroCave Service+

Contact your distributor for a 

free thermal assessment of your 

cellar!

* in a well insulated room - * *for an internal temperature of 12° C and external temperature of 32° C

Technical features
Ref. Dimensions

in mm
Power 
supply

Sample 
volume  m3

Cooling 
capacity W

Weight
Kg

Electrical power 
W

Reheating hea-
ter W

Coolant Outside 
temp.

25 m3 W385 x D322 
x H1250

230 V 
/50 Hz

Up to
25 m3 *

600 W** 43 Kg 550 W** 650 W
R134a 

(no CFCs)
-5°C to 35°C

50 m3 W385 x D322 
x H1250

230 V 
/50 Hz

Up to 
50 m3 *

1200 W** 46 Kg 800 W** 650 W
R134a 

(no CFCs)
-5°C to 35°C

Cold air
Hot air
(heated if necessary)

Hot air

Evaporator

Condenser

Compressor

Fan

Fan

Heater



Discover other products from the world of EuroCave…
... Ask your EuroCave advisor for specific catalogues.

20 - Solutions

Countless solutions for wine enthusiasts, professionals... 
and all wine lovers.

Wine cabinets
EuroCave offers a comprehensive and 
customisable range of wine cabinets.  With 
capacities from 12 - 500 bottles, to mature 
or bring your wine to the correct serving 
temperature, with storage or sliding layout, 
in stainless steel or wood…discover our 
ranges which can be customized to suit your 
requirements

EuroCave Professional
Because, as professionals, you have specific 
requirements, EuroCave has devoted a range of 
products suited to your needs.  In this range, 
you will find, in particular, the Vin au Verre 
system and wine serving cabinets...

Cigar humidor 
With no equivalent on the market, the 
cigar humidor, developed by EuroCave, has 
benefitted from over 35 years of expertise 
acquired in wine storage.  Ideal for storing 
a wide variety of cigars, it can hold up to 40 
boxes or 1000 cigars.

Sowine
The latest product from the EuroCave research 
department, Sowine, the first home wine bar, 
allows you to store 2 bottles of wine at an ideal 
serving temperature and store them, opened, 
for up to a maximum of 7 days*!

*according to the wine and its vintage.
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Wine is a fragile product that requires specific conditions in 
order to reach its full potential.  To preserve your bottles and 
support your passion for wine every day, the EuroCave network 
of specialists is at your service.  Together, we will find the best 
solution to guarantee that your wine reaches its full potential.  
With over 30 years of experience in storing and serving wine, 
EuroCave has acquired an international reputation.  Present in 
over 70 countries, EuroCave is the world leader in distributing 
solutions for storing and serving wine.
To date, over 100 million bottles have been safely stored 
throughout the world, thanks to EuroCave products.

An international network of specialists and advisors,  
at your service in over 70 countries...



Commitment 1 - An international 
network of professionals.
EuroCave products are exclusively distributed by a network 
of specialists, present in over 70 countries.   As experienced 
professionals, EuroCave advisors are there to guide you in choosing 
a solution and support your passion for wine.

Commitment 2 - The EuroCave product 
guarantee.
All EuroCave wine cabinets, cellar conditioners and Vin au Verre 
systems have an individual identification number which allows 
their origin and authenticity to be traced.
Only EuroCave approved distributors are authorised to ensure 
the EuroCave International Guarantee service:
•  2 years parts* on wine cabinets, storage systems (Modulorack, 

Modulocube and Modulothèque), cellar conditioners and Vin 
au Verre.

•  5 years parts on the internal cooling circuit of wine   
cabinets (subject to assessment by an expert),
• 10 years rust proofing on wine cabinets.
• 12 - 48 months according to the contract taken out for  
 Sowine Professional.

*Additional guarantee offers are detailed in the general terms of sale.

Commitment 3 - EuroCave 
international Customer Service.
To diagnose a problem or provide a solution, EuroCave has a 
Hotline, available to all EuroCave approved distributors (over 70 
countries).
This technical support is available on all working days and is 
run by professionals trained in the specific technical features of 
EuroCave products.  In case of a proven fault, EuroCave pledges 
to dispatch (within 48 hrs) replacement parts with an original 
manufacturer’s guarantee to your distributor.  This service 
ensures that whatever country you are in, you will benefit from a 
fast and efficient customer service.

Always striving to offer the very best products to its customers, EuroCave has pledged to guarantee an impeccable level of service and quality.  This is why 
EuroCave products are exclusively distributed by a network of carefully selected specialists.

22 - Charter

The EuroCave Commitment Charter



Commitment 4 - Testing and 
inspecting all products.
EuroCave quality controls surpass the requirements of 
standard EN 60335
• Leak test of the cold circuit on all wine cabinets,
• Electrical safety test on all wine cabinets,
• Final inspection involving 40 points and a functional test 

on all cabinets, allowing validation of the dispatched 
cabinet’s conformity to the order.

Our conditioners are subject to international standards 
IEC 60335-1 and IEC 60335-2-40: Safety of household 
and similar electrical appliances – Specific rules for 
electrical heat pumps, conditioners and dehumidifiers.

Commitment 5 - Compliance with 
ecological standards.
EuroCave subscribes to the principles of Sustainable 
Development.  For example, EuroCave cabinets and 
conditioners use an environmentally-friendly fluid that does 
not contain CFCs, in this way caring for the ozone layer.  The 
wood used to manufacture shelves comes from plantations 
approved by the 
SGS Audit Program.

   French manufacturer

Charter - 23
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www.eurocave.com

Specialist in storing, displaying and serving wine, EuroCave has been offering solutions to suit everyone’s needs for 35 years.

Cellar layouts, wine cabinets, cigar humidors, Sowine; with us you can always find unique solutions.

Ask for our brochures.


